Introduction
Many practical problems are associated with investigation of a mixture of m factors, assumed to influence the response only through the proportions in which they are blended together. The m factors, t 1 , t 2 , … , The definitive text by Cornell (1990) lists numerous examples and provides a thorough discussion of both theory and practice. Early seminar work was done by Scheffe' (1958 Scheffe' ( , 1963 ) who suggested and analyzed canonical model forms when the regression function for the expected response is a polynomial of degree one, two or three. 
for all i, j, and k.
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All observations taken in an experiment are assumed to be uncorrelated and to have common variance σ² (0, ∞). Draper and Pukelsheim (1998) put forward several advantages of the Kronecker model, for example, a more compact notation, more convenient invariance properties and the homogeneity of regression terms.
The moment matrix
for the Kronecker model of degree three has all entries homogeneous of degree six. This matrix reflects the statistical properties of a design τ. Pukelsheim (1993) gives a review of the general design environment. showed that the class of weighted centroid designs is essentially complete for m≥2 for the Kiefer ordering Cheng, S. C. (1995) . As a consequence the search for optimal designs may be restricted to weighted centroid designs for most criteria. For particular criteria applied to mixture experiments Kiefer (1959 Kiefer ( , 1975 Kiefer ( , and 1978 and Galil and Kiefer (1977) .All these authors have concentrated their work on the second degree Kronecker model. Korir et al (2009) extended the work to Third degree Kronecker model simple designs .The present work now determines optimal designs for a maximal subsystem of parameters in the third degree Kronecker model. TheKeifer's p  functions will serve as optimality criteria.
1.1Design problem
Considercanonical unit vectors in  i.e. e 1, e 2, …., e m and set e iij = e i  e i  e j , e ijk = e i  e j  e k for i<j<k, i,j,k={1 2, …, m}. Defining the matrix 
As is evident from model equation (2) The amount of information a design t contains on K'  is captured by the information
The information matrix C k (M(τ)) is the precision matrix of the best linear unbiased estimator for Pukelsheim (1993, chapter 3) . In the present case information matrices for  K  takes a particular simple form: Thus the information matrices for K'θ are linear transformations of the moment matrices.
Optimality Criteria
The most prominent optimality criteria in the design of experiments are the determinant criterion, 0 The optimality properties of designs are determined by their moment matrices (Pukelsheim 1993, chapter 5). We compute optimal design for the polynomial fit model, the third degree Kronecker model. This involves searching for the optimum in a set of competing moment matrices. The matrix means p  which are information functions (Pukelsheim (1993)) we utilized in this study. The amount of information inherent to C k (M( )) is provided by Kiefers p
These are defined by: 
Weighted centroid designs are exchangeable, that is, they are invariant under permutations of ingredients. 
Optimal Weighted Centroid Designs
there is a weighted centroid design  whose moment matrix M( ) improves upon M( ) in the Kiefer ordering Draper, Heiligers and Pukelsheim (1998) .
Under the Kiefer ordering, we say a moment matrix M is more informative than a moment matrix N if M is greater than or equal to some intermediate matrix F under the loewner ordering, and F is majorized by N under the group that leaves the problem invariant: M>>N  M>>F  N for some matrix F.
For the information matrix obtained, we show that the matrix is an improvement of a given design in terms of increasing symmetry, as well as obtaining a larger moment matrix under the Loewner ordering. These two criteria show that the information matrix obtained is Kiefer optimal for K' , the parameter subsystem of interest.
Information Matrices
Information matrices for subsystems of mean parameters in a classical linear model are derived. First,the coefficient matrix, K,is obtained, which will be used to identify the linear parameter subsystems  ' K of interest .Hence this will be utilized in generating the associated information matrices C k for m factors.
The information matrices so obtained will be useful in obtaining the optimality criteria. As an illustration the information matrices for three factors can be derived as follows:
1.4.1Information matrices for three ingredients
The information matrix for three ingredients for a mixture experiment is given by 
This is the desired information matrix for three ingredients.
D-optimal weighted centroid designs
We derive optimal weighted centroid designs for the determinant criterion, 0  , that is, D-optimality criteria. The D-criterion has an important property in optimal designs because it minimizes the variance and the covariance of the parameters estimates.
1.6.1D-optimal design for m=3 ingredients
In the third-degree Kronecker model for mixture experiments with three ingredients the unique Doptimal design for  K  is 
Substituting for the values of 1  and 2  we get 
